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10 top fashion agencies in New York for woman models

DNA Models
Biography
David Bonnouvrier the owner of DNA Models always remains busy in getting booking for their
models. This is no doubt an important thing doing by modeling agencies. Moreover, it is very
essential for the success of these agencies to have good relationships with influential power
players in fashion industry and DNA models is at the top of the list in having best relationships
with influential people in this industry.

That is why the company has produced most successful models by giving those best
chances. In a long list of top models few are Edita, Eugenia, Natalia and Magdalena.

Elite New York City
Biography
The company has taken revolutionary step in this industry in 1977 under the supervision of John
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Casablancas and Alain Kittler. The Elite company becomes very successful in fashion industry
in less time due to its professionalism. Elite has produced many Super Models including: Linda
Evangelista, Karen Elson, Andie MacDowell, Agyness Deyn, Veruschka, Gisele Bundchen,
Caroline Trentini, Uma Thurman, Iman, Isabella Rossellini, Rosie Huntington, Whiteley yet, Tyra
Banks, Janice Dickenson, Naomi Campbell, Jamie Bochert, Carol Alt, Cindy Crawford, Heidi
Klum, Paulina Porizkova, Cameron Diaz, Stephanie Seymour, Amber Valletta, Nadja
Auermann, Cameron Russell, and Alyssa Miller. Elite has been serving best for the industry
from the past 35 years. The company is considered an icon of Fashion industry.

Ford Models
Biography
Ford Models is considered one of the best management companies around the globe that
represent fashion talent. The company has illustrious name in modeling history. These names
included the names of successful models, makeup or hair artists, photographers and stylists.
Ford Models has given many big names to modeling industry. The company is still working
hard to sustain its huge name.

Fusion models
Biography
If you want to know top boutique style model agencies then the name of Fusion Models is very
bright. The company has gained the prominent position not only in New York fashion market but
also abroad.

IMG
Biography
IMG is well renowned for producing style-setting celebrities. Many big names are on the
company’s banner. These (supermodels) names included Heidi Klum, Gisele and Liya. These
models have done well in famous catwalks. IMG is present in great cities: New York, London,
Paris and Milan.

SILENT Models NY
Biography
The company is responsible in provision of new managing and developing talent the fashion
world. The company has set its name due to its best selection system. All models are usually
selected from top fashion shows, advertising campaigns and editorial publications.
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If you are looking for an agency that has passion and ethics in the first place, combined with a
family atmosphere, the Silent Models are right for you.

The Society Management
Biography
The company has come into this field in 2013. Since then it is serving best in the field of
Fashion and style. The Society Management has very good name not only in New York but
also abroad. That is the reason that company is considered among top 10 modeling agencies.

The Lions
Biography
The Lions represents successful management and career strategies that gives a chance to
each model to show her/his talent. The Lions company is focusing on systemized way of
management. That is the reason of its great success!

Supreme Management
Biography
The goal of the company is to discover new talent and transform them into super models or
super stars: with a team of explorers from around the world, they find new models every day. It
is committed to excellence that is why the company has gained success in this fashion industry.
Supreme Management is one of the largest and most successful management of organizations
of fashion worldwide.

One Management
Biography
The company was founded by Scott Lipps in 2002. Its main aim is to bring close all the
elements of music, film and fashion. With its wonderful management style the company has
meet many challenges. That is the reason for which the One Management company has
considered one of the most successful modeling companies throughout the world. Many
successful models are actually representatives of One Management. These models included
Claudia Schiffer, Eva Herzigova, Bridget Hall, Karolina Kurkova, Bar Refaeli, Helena
Christensen, Iman, Kelly Brook, Tasha Tilberg, Erin O'Connor, Kelly Brook, Devon Aoki, Josie
Maran and Kirsten Owen.
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